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Ohio's weather forecasting
groundhog. Buckeye Chuck,
has predicted an early
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spring after he failed
to SM his shadow
Wednesday morning in
Marion.
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Clawson employs
low-cost techniques to
recruit on small budget

COVERED BUT NOT CLOSED
Despite snow days across the state, University remains open through storm

By Sean Shapiro
Senior Reporter

UNIVERSITY OF TOLEDO
CLEVELAND STATE UNIVERSITY

BOWLING GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY

After a snowstorm hit the
Midwest Tuesday night and
, early Wednesday morning, six
of 12 state universities in Ohio were open
Wednesday, including the University.
Dave Kielmeyer, senior director of
Communications, said the University
usually doesn't cancel classes unless
the Wood County Sheriff's Office

KENT STATE UNIVERSITY

declares a level-three snow emergency in Ihe county.
The University president, director of
public safety and other administrators
make the decision on whether to cancel classes, according to the University's
See SNOW | Page 2

Show to present films by students, faculty
By Max Filby
Reporter

Students won't have to go to the
box office to see a movie premiere tonight.
Instead, students and residents of northwest Ohio can stay
indoors and watch "Cinema U," a
show featuring five short films by
University faculty and students.
Twenty-two films are scheduled
to be shown Thursdays from Feb.
3 to March 3 at 9 p.m. on WBGU.
Viewers can also watch the show
the day after it premieres via the
WBGU website.
PROVlDfDBVMATTBlINN
"It's a celebration of short films,"
said Matt Blinn, field produc- PREMIERE: Rebecca Eaddy (left) and Casey Toney (nght) host new show. "Cinema U' on WBGU
The show airs on Thursdays at 9 p m.
tion coordinator and creator of
"Cinema U." "The students have it will be hosted by students a sign in University Hall.
really created an amazing series Rebecca Eaddy and Casey
See CINEMA U | Page 2
of shows for us to showcase."
Toney. Toney auditioned for one
When the show premieres of the hosting jobs after seeing

CAMPUS

FORUM

University football coach Dave
Clawson and his assistants spent
Wednesdaymorningwaitingaround
the fax machine as National Letters
of Intent — official proclamations
that high school football players
will be heading to the University
— started arriving at 7:02.
National Signing Day is the
final step in a long recruiting process that is often more difficult for
a smaller budget institution like
the University.
Working with one of the smaller budgets in the NCAA, Clawson
announced at a press conference
Wednesday he signed a class of 21
athletes, a class that is highly ranked
in the Mid-American Conference
despite the smaller expenditure.
The average NCAA recruiting
expenditure for the 123 schools
with Division I football programs
is roughly $724,868 per fiscal year,
according to the United States
Department of Education.
The University's recruiting expenditure is $357,209, just under half
of the national average and almost
$30,000 dollars less than the MidAmerican Conference average.
Of the 13 schools with football
in the MAC, the University is
ninth in recruiting expenditure;
Eastern Michigan has the highest
in the conference, with $611,412;
Western Michigan had the lowest, with $235,556.
While the University's recruiting expenditure encompasses all
sports at an institution, football
has the largest budget, as each
year a team can sign up to 25 athletes, a number larger than most
other sports' total rosters.
When a team's budget is divvied up — which comes from general fees and revenue raised by
the program — it's the coach's
responsibility to allot the amount
spent on recruiting.
"Each one of our sports has a budget, and it's up to the coach on how
it gets spent, the large chunks of

that budget; money for student athletes [scholarships], cost for salaries,
operating budget," said University
Athletic Director Greg Christopher.
"Underneath that operating budget
is travel for the team, game uniforms and recruiting. The coach is
expected to manage that budget."
For Clawson, pushing the budget
to its limits is even more important
with the rise of recruiting success
in Florida, a state in which seven of
the 21 incoming recruits played high
school football.
In order to recruit in Florida, an
assistant coach usually makes a trip
to Florida every week during the
season, and Clawson makes "one or
two" flights a year.
"We get on cheap flights,"
Clawson said. "We do the Internet
search and we do it financially
responsible as possible."
While Florida was the state
most frequented by flights carrying University coaches this recruiting season, the Falcons also have a
recruit from California, and certain
position coaches, such as the offensive coordinator and quarterbacks
coach Warren Rugerio, will "go anywhere" to nil a need.
Despite a willingness to recruit
anywhere, Clawson and his staff
put a heavy emphasis on the
"State of Bowling Green," — which
includes Ohio and anywhere within a five-hour radius — a recruiting
technique that is based on building a tradition in the area but also
keeps costs low.
Coaches try to maximize the
time spent in an area — whether
Clawson flies to Florida, or if an
assistant coach is recruiting the
Cleveland area — as another costsaving technique.
See FINANCE | Page 2
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GAMES: From left: Andrew Myers. Greg Cherry, and Ryan Crouch enjoy their class cancellations playing Apples to Apples in Harshman

PEOPLE OH THE STREET

SPORTS

Musicians perform at Union

Rethink cancellation policy

Football announces class of 21

The Bowling Greenery introduced the
Third Thursdays event, where musicians
perform live for Union customers as
they enjoy their food | Pag* 3

According to the BG News staff editorial, the
University should have considered more than
Wood County's snow emergency designation
when deciding whether to close | Pag. 4

The BG football team announced a recruiting
class of 21 Tuesday afternoon, including three early
enrollees. Meet the newest members of the BG
football team | Pag. 6

k

Dave
Clawson
University Football
Coach

What is your favorite childhood memory from a

VISIT BGVIEWS.COM: FOR A VIDEO FROM THE NATIONAL SIGNING DAY PRESS CONFERENCE
-FREE FREE-FREE-FREE-FREE-FR

SENIOR PORTRAITS
TODAY & THURSDAY
THE BLACK SWAMP PUB
OWEN-THOMPSON STUDENT UNION I 9AM-4:30P
Don't be left out! Make an appoinment online. Walk-ins except

www.myseniorportrait.com

TKNTSHNTE
Sophomore. Graphic Design
"I built an igloo when I was five. It
had a tunnel and everything."

| Pag*4
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BLOTTER

CINEMA U

TUES.,FEB.1

From Page 1

"It really is so much fun,
it's amazing," Toney said.
"My main job is to introduce
the program and talk about
the films before and after
we show them."
Students and faculty from
the theater, telecomrminlcations and art departments
began entering submissions
for the show after Blinn
developed the concept for
"CinemaII"last spring.
Graduate student Collin
Mapp submitted two short
films for "Cinema U." the
first of which will premiere

10 P.M.
Timothy A. Wilson. 26. of Bowling
Green, was.cited for possession of
drug paraphernalia, wilful/wanton
disregard, open container and
operating a vehicle while impaired
after allegedly getting stuck in the
snow at Wood County Hospital

WED.. FEB. 2
1:23 A.M.
James G Cook. 42. of Bowling
Green, was arrested for menacing
at Uptown/Downtown

k

ONLINE: Go to bgv#mcom for the
complete blotter Irst

SNOW

CORRECTION
POLICY

From Page 1

We want to correct all factual
errors. If you think an error has
been made, call The BG News at
419-372-6966

FINANCE
From Page 1

"Our coaches will go down
there and spend two to three
days and visit as many people as they can," < Christopher
said. "Oftentimes coaches
will stay with family members and friends because so
much of recruiting is done
in the Midwest."

severe-weather policy.
Kielmeyer said Provost
Ken Borland and Director of
Public Safety Monica Moll
talked early Wednesday
morning and decided to
keep the University open.
Borland and Moll were
unavailable for comment.
Kielmeyer said even
though the University
stayed open, individual
instructors and professors
had the option to cancel
class. He also said commuter students could have
decided not In attend class

on the Feb. 10 episode.
"1'Cinema U'l is great;
it's really nice to have a
venue for our projects that
we're always working on."
Mapp said.
One of Mapp's films is
a music video of a band
called Eyes Lips Hyes
that he filmed while in
Los Angeles. The second
of Mapp's films follows a
zombie who falls in love.
"Halloween was coming
around when we filmed it so
1 thought it would be interesting to do something about a
zombie fallingin love," Mapp
said. "We shot it in a field and
in a graveyard on the border
of Bowling Green."

if they Ihtiughl Ihe weather
was too dangerous.
An Samel, chair of the
Geography Department
and meteorologist, said
most of the storm hit north
and west of Wood County.
"II moved a little bit farther north than expected
and that caused a little more
sleet than snow," he said.
Samel also said Ihe temperature didn't look like il
would rise above freezing
until this weekend,
"1 don'l sec any real
warm weather on the
horizon for at least the
next week," he said. "What
we've got we're going to
be keeping for a while."

"The students
have really created
an amazing series
of shows..."
Matt Blinn | Creator

People who submitted
films that contained no
copyrighted information,
lasted only five to seven minutes and maintaineda'IY-PG
rating are eligible to win an
Apple iPad for Best Picture.
Five of the 22 films submitted matched the guidelines
towintheiPad.
The prize is part of the lure
to get people involved," Blinn

said. "We've really tried to ted a film he made in gradinvolve as many students as uate school about a boy in
a post-apocalyptic world.
possible."
A panel of professors and Faculty members are not
community members will eligible to win prizes, like
meet to evaluate films like the iPad that will be awardMapp's and to name the win- ed to the Best Picture winner of the "Cinema U" con- ner, Ostrowski said.
Blinn and others at WBGU
test. The panel was originally
supposed to meet Tuesday are already working to crenight but rescheduled due to ate season two of "Cinema U"
which will premiere next fall.
severe weather.
"We were supposed to The deadline to submit films
decide on the winner Tuesday for season two is July 15.
"We'll be doing some
night.butbecauseofthisthing
they've calledSnowpocalypse things a little differently,"
we will probably change it to Blinn said. "There will be
next week or some other time," a new time requirement
said I in,is Ostrowski, theater of one to 12 minutes, so
that more students can be
and film instructor.
Ostrowski also submit- entered to win Best Picture."

« tt « « « « « W
looking for a campus organization that

STANDS OUT?
The BG News is now looking for reporters, copy editors, photographers, videographers. columnists and cartoonists.

D I D YOU
.>..
KNOW., -vy-

WWW.BGNEWS.COM

-The Parrot
"&.
was a student meeting
place in BG in the 40's
& "a swell place to
dance."

BUILD YOUR RESUME

Contact ui at thenews@bgnews.
com. call us at 419-572-6966 or
just swing by our newsroom in
210 West Hall.

GET REAL WORLD
EXPERIENCE
SEE YOUR WORK PUBLISHED
DAILY

Great Selections • Great Locations • Great Prices

—(JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE, INC.
Coining February 11- 26 (weekends onl
<> i
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~H£>'Us,cAu
The Valentine's Studio A Theatre, 410 Adams Street
Directed by James M. Norman
This hilarious lire stage show combines all the elements of the cult classic horror films
E»il Dead, Evil Dead 2, and ftrmy of Darioess to made one of the craziest theatrical
experiences of all time. Fire college students go to an abandoned cabin in the woods,
and accidentally unleash an evil force that turns them all into demons. It's all up to Ash
(a housewares employee, turned demon iilling hero), and his trusty chainsaw
to save the day. Blond flies, limbs are dismembered. Demons tell jnjies... and all is set
to music. If you liied Bat Boy: The Musical, you'll love Evil Dead! Adult language, themes,
graphic comedic scenes with lots and lots and lots of blood, profanity, body parts
and did we mention blood!

"With help from John
Newlove Real Estate,
I found the perfect
place. It had everything
I needed and it fit my
budget too."

Quality Service
Quality Housing
Successfully Serving
BGSU Students Since 1978.
HONEST, FRIENDLY & TRUSTWORTHY
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319 E. Wooster Street i Located across from Taco Bell
Hours - Monday to Friday - 8:30 to 5:30 | Saturday - 8:30 to 5:00

419.354.2260 | www.johnnewloverealestate.com

Recommended tor ages IB and older

"The next Rocky Horror Show!" - The New York Times
"It was fantastic! Zombies that sing and dance...
it doesn't get any better than that!"

"nmmijsMbuiauGik
FEB. 11-26 WEEKENDS ONLY! Fridays at 7 p.m. & Saturdays at 7 & 10 p.m.
LIVE ON STAGE!
TICKETS $15
$10 (Splatter Zone!)
Call the box office for tickets and information 419.242.2787

209 N. Enterprise $1450
. AD FOR S100 OFF DEPOSIT)

317 N. Summit $1400
622 E. Wooster $1495

Newlove
Rentals
332 S. Main (our only office)
419-352-5620
www.newloverentals.com

FOR FAIL 2011

• Four bedroom
• Close to Campus

CAMPUS
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Third Thursdays' serve music to
The Bowling Greenery

Greek Week changes
from week to weekend

University Activities Organization hosts monthly event for students
to enjoy music from live performers while dining

Greek service activities during week followed by a weekend of fun
By Dana. King

"We went from a week and now it sounds

Reporter

like they're just getting a weekend, but
For Greeks, this year's Greek
Week will be a little different
— it will be Greek Weekend.
Sophomore and chair
of Greek Weekend Seth
Melchor said the change
from a week to a weekend
has caused concern in the
Greek community.
"They feel like they're losing,
you know — we went from a
week and now it sounds like
they're just getting a weekend,
but that's a misconception,"
Melchor said. "We're still having an entire week for it, but
now, the week will be consisting of a lot of philanthropy
and service events, opportunities to serve the community,
and then... the weekend."
The weekend, which is set
to take place April 8-10, will
have competitive events
between the chapters, whom
will earn points for winning competitions, Melchor
said. Most of the events of
the weekend are still to be
determined, as the people
who will plan the committee have only recently been
notified of their positions.
However, one event that
will be a part of Greek Week is
a songfest, said graduate stu-

that's a misconception... We're still
having an entire week for it..."
Seth Melchor I Greek Weekend Chair

dent and Greek Week adviser
Ashley Baudouin.
She said there was a big
demand for a songfest, which
is a song and dance competition. There will be other
events as well.
"There's some scholarship
events involved, there's a lot
of silly games and competition. That's where a lot of
your tradition comes from:
some camaraderie, some
brotherhood, some sisterhood and just opportunities
for people in the Greek community to meet other people,"
Baudouin said.
The planning committee has full power to decide
what events take place, and
the first planning meeting for
Greek Week will take place
next Wednesday.
Sophomore Olivia Williams,
a member of Delta Gamma,
was recently notified that she
is the Communications and
PR Chair for Greek Weekend.
She applied to get the position

and will work with someone
else as well.
"1 don't know how things
are going to run yet... as of
right now 1 don't know how
the weekend's going to work,
but hopefully we make it
run smoothly and get people excited about it because
1 know people are kind of
apprehensive about having a
weekend instead of a week,"
Williams said.
The philanthropy events
and competition will take
place on campus. Students
are welcome to lend a hand
alongside the Greeks when
they're doing service work,
and the competitive events
are open to the public.
"Obviously the competition will have a bigger draw,
but 1 believe the week is
more focused on getting the
entire community involved
as opposed to just Greeks,"
Melchor said. "We're trying to
encourage a University-wide
participation."

By G.of f Burnt

event that aims to be a lot
more special and exclusive for students, Eddings
Students who enjoy mix- said. Not only do students
ing music with their cof- enjoy the event but the
fee can attend a new coffee performers do as well.
house music series at The
"It was a really relaxed
Bowling Greenery called and comfortable feeling,"
"Third Thursdays."
said performing junior
The University Activities Cory Breth. "It was actuOrganization hosts the event ally one of my favorite
where a new musical artist shows to play because I
will perform every third could talk to people and
meet them, and the enviThursday of every month.
"The main reason why we ronment was really chill."
Breth wanted to play at
wanted to do it was because
we wanted to have a steady the first Third Thursday
stream of music on cam- event to promote his new
pus and to have a steady music and album coming
event," said UAO member out this year sometime
between May and August
Ciara Eddings.
UAO used to have an and to have people listen to
event called "Tunes at Noon" him that haven't in the past.
"If I can play a show, then
where musicians would perform in dining halls in the I'm going to take it." Breth
afternoons.ThirdThursdays said. "Haying on campus is
is a newand improved music a really good thing because
Reporter

a lot of people are passing by
and I felt like it was a good
gig to pick up, and I was also
helping the UAO out."
Students are also excited about Third Thursdays
because it gives them something to do on campus.
Student lacob Krynock said
it's a nice and convenient
place for them to stop by and
enjoy the show and is definitely something different.
"It's good to have random things instead of
the usual sporting events
here," Krynock said. "It's
nice to have a variety of
things here."
Third Thursdays are
at 8 p.m. at The Bowling
Greenery each month
during the semester. For
more information about
the UAO's events, see its
Facebook page, www.facebook.com/BGSU.UAO.

Did you know.. ■
Leonardo Da Vinci
invented the scissors.

WWW.BGSUCAMPUSCASH.COM

BGSU
CAMPUS CASH
SIGN UP FOR
BGSU Campus Cash's Mobile Shout Out's
and get exclusive deals and promotions
from local businesses sent directly to your phone!
* Works like a standard text message,
No extra charges

Wtmna
Center

ID® MMM
PRUL Mil Cl HELL
FOCUS SALON

MttBLS.ua.

McOrtT Cinco De Mayo ^££*

TUBBYS i .
VHUEDM
TAVERN

SOUTH
SIDE

SBX

u(

SIGN UP NOW!

You caftfllfja ffo to BGSUCampus Cash.com
js, Discounts, Bar Promotions,

Text BGSU to 46786
Get deals sent to your phone
Show your phone and save.
€et exclusive promos all year!

206 Crim $695
224 Crim $650
218 N. Enterprise $850

Newlove Rentals
332 S. Main (our only office)

419-352-5620

www.newloverentals.com

• Two bedroom
• Close to campus
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"It's a celebration of short films. The students have really created an amazing series of shows for
us to showcase"
- Matt Blinn. WBGU-TV field production coordinator and creator of CinemaU [see story, pg. 1].
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"I helped my

"My cousin fell

snow with my

grandma male a

into a huge snow

brother and sister"

snow angel"

mound [in a parking lot]."

NOLAN CAVANO,
Sophomore.
trreqiawd Language Arts

STAFF EDITORIAL

Weather policy
needs adjustment
University guidelines for closing campus
should focus more on student safety
Fifty percent of the state
universities in Ohio
closed Wednesday, and
Bowling (ireen was not
among them. But it
should have been.
WoodCountywasunder
a level two snow emergency Wednesday morning (not the Level 3 it usually takes to close campus), but there are other
factors the University's
severe-weather policy
states it will take into consideration. Among them
are "hazardous road conditions," "presence of ice,
snow or both" and the
"amount of wind" — all
of which were obstacles
Wednesday morning.
Since
2009,
the
University has only shut
down twice for weather, according to Dave
Kielmeyer. senior director of communications.
On Ian. 28, 2009, the
University closed in the
morning and classes
resumed at 5 p.m.. and
on Feb. 9, 2009, it closed
at 5 p.m., canceling all
evening classes.
Wood County Sheriff
Mark Wasylyshyn said
he usually only declares
a level three snow emergency "in a blizzardtype situation." But our
policy should reflect
Bowling Green's weather — not Wood County's.
The cancelation process should consist of
looking out the window,
noting any hazardous
conditions and making
decisions accordingly.
Three is just a number,
and when students have
to walk in the street to
get to campus and roads
and sidewalks are indistinguishable from one

another, the definition of
"blizzard-type situation"
becomes more loose.
Wednesday, on the
University's Hacebook
page, students were
informed that safety is
the
administration's
"utmost concern."
"Campus is OPEN," the
post states,"... |but| if you
do not feel you can safely
travel to campus, please
stay home..."
Apparently, because
our campus is a largely residential one, the
administration presumes
most students can walk
to class even in inclement weather. But largely
residential doesn't mean
entirely residential, and
many students live too far
away to walk, l-'or them,
going to class on a snowy
day isn't just annoying,
it's dangerous.
The Facebook message implies that the
University's
decision
makers want students to
use common sense and
look out for their own
safety. Unfortunately,
most instructors have
attendance policies in
accordance with the
University's
severeweather policy. And
"common sense" won't
constitute an excused
absence.
Keeping
campus
open during dangerous weather conditions
forces many students to
weigh academics against
safety, and it shouldn't
be up to them to make
this decision.

Respond to the staff at
theneuisHPbgneivs.com
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a question? Give us your

Street? Or a suggestion lor

ALEXKELB,
Sophomore.
Journalism

feedback at bgviewsxom.

Cavaliers, Heat records dampen Ohioans' spirits

When the Miami Heat
took to the floor Dec. 2 in
the Quicken Loans Arena,
Clevelanders booed. The
moment every Cavaliers fan
in the building saw LeBron
James in real life wearing
the seemingly lifeless, bland
Heat jersey, realism set in.
James had announced
his transfer to South Beach
months prior. The psyche
of Cavs fans progressed
from initial hatred to bitterly depressed upon James'
famed television special. As
the season approached, Cavs
fans showed hopefulness on
the outside, but internally
were largely doubtful.
Leading into the matchup, Cleveland's fanbase
was as interested in the
Heat's success as the Cavs'.
With lames gone and the
Cavs unsurprisingly at
a 7-10 record, Cleveland

k

laughed as the Heat greatly ment and most of all, anger the streak hit double digits.
underperformed.
settled back into the heart of
The Heat, meanwhile,
James, and his supporting Northern Ohio. The Cavaliers were on fire, warmed up, set
cast of all-stars and sports needed to win against the the NBA ablaze — whatever
cars, sat with only a few more I Ieat, but that wasn't enough. other pun you can think of.
wins than losses as they They needed to keep win- They proceeded to win 12 in
took to the court that early ning to spite LeBron, and on a row en route to winning 22
December evening. James, top of that, the Heat needed of 23. The Cavs on the other
whose growing history of to continue to struggle.
hand dropped 10, had a surtactless behavior toward
Life is rarely so simple, prising win against a tough
Cleveland showed no signs and Cleveland sports fans New York Knicks team Dec.
of diminishing, did his cus- could write a book (and 18 and well, that's it.
tomary powder toss as mil- many have) on how truly
Flash forward to the present
lions nationwide rolled their unjust athletic competi- — the Heat are 34-14, good for
tion can be. Miami took the third in the entire league and
eyes with disinterest.
Regardless of confident lead early and within a few James, wonder of wonders, is
and loyal Cavs fans' summer- hours were on a plane back having an impressive year.
long arguments, deep down, to Florida to continue their The Cleveland Cavaliers, a
this season wasn't about the three-game winning streak team of incompetent youth
team having anything close at home. Back in Ohio, the and inexperience, sit at 8-40.
to a successful year. If the loss would snowball into a
Almost as impressive as
Cavs could find a way to larger storm than Mother the Heat's run of success,
defeat the Heat in their home Nature would dare inflict on albeit inversely, is the fact
court in James' much herald- the city of Cleveland.
that the Cavs have not won a
ed homecoming, that would
The Cavs, obviously single game since that aforebe satisfactory enough.
affected by the Heat's rout mentioned win against the
Having known about in the Quicken Loans Arena, Knicks. Twenty-one losses,
lames' move to Miami for proceeded to lose and lose including their most recent
months, watching him play hard. They dropped three against, you guessed it, the
the beautiful, fluid game of in a row on the road by a Heat of Miami. Blackjack.
basketball against the Cavs combined 64 points, bringrather than for them ream- ing the losing streak to five.
plilit-d Cleveland's emotions. A loss at home, then four
Finish reading Tyler's
Disappointment, resent- more losses on the road and
column at bgviews.com
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"I'll never forget

1 thefirsttimel

being filled with snow-hate. ever had for snow. Traveling snow man of your life. Havea
snowball fight. Name it "Call
I'm here to give a voice to has traumatized us.
This is what I propose: of Duty: Modern Snowfare."
the little man: Jack Frost, He
don't travel. This is an easy Take your sled, or your dinThis
winter
weather deserves to be defended.
Remember when you were thing to say for someone who ing hall cafeteria tray, and
has been called many
names:
"Snowpocalypse, akid?This goes out tostudents still lives on campus, but hear slide down those slopes.
"Snowmageddon," and adults alike. Remember me out. Next time a storm is Snow days are a time to take
"Snowtastrophe," and "The when you would wake up and coming, buy the essentials a vacation from life. Just forRecksnowning." If you notice the absence of any- before it hits (this includes get about sandcastles and
are reading these terrible thing but white? You would some hot cocoa of course) start building snow forts.
I love weather emergencies
snow puns it means you marvel at the icicles, notice and lock yourself down.
Blizzards are nature's way because you really feel conhave survived the, "Great the patterns of the snow on
Catsnowclysm of 2011", l-'or the roofs of the houses in your of telling us to put our hec- nected with everyone around
tic and busy lives on hold you. It's all anyone can talk
this, I say, congratulations.
neighborhood.
The only redeeming quality
As a child, I personally and relax. This past snow about, and you know everyany of us find in snow are the remember a streetlight we had storm closed some express- one is going through the
days off from work or school on my corner that, every time ways. Many counties were exact same thing. We come
we get. This past snow storm, it snowed, looked like it came even under a Level 3 snow together, united against the
seemingly one of the worst straight out of Narnia. Dorky? emergency. Even the law is snow. I'm simply asking we
telling you to stay at home. come together for it.
in some time, was still not Yes. Delightful? Certainly.
Snow is our friend, not our
enough apparently to close
What happened to that Quit fighting it.
Take this time to cozy up foe. Next time you're trekour mighty University. The wonder we had as children?
one thing we had faith in What happened to that with the ones you love! What king across snow man's land,
was classes would sure- feeling of happiness we could be more romantic keep it in mind. Stop and
ly be cancelled, but that experienced by the mere than two people barricaded admire the beauty again.
thought left us hanging out thought of snow? This is together? Or more fun than a It's still there. It hasn't left, I
few friends and family forced promise. It may seem like a
to freeze. "Et tu, BGSU?"
my theory: travel.
But I have someone else
There's nothing more to, gasp, spend quality time trivial concept, but positivity
in mind to blame for our dis- painful than a walk through with one another? If you are is positively paramount.
Stay warm, enjoy the time
pleasure. Not the University, a blizzard, and nothing stuck alone, have a 'me' day.
not the snow, but us. Snow more horrifying than a When was the last time you off, and give snow a chance.
gets a bad rap. That's right; drive through one. You can had one? Watch some good You "snow" you want to.
I'm tired of the complain- be going five miles per hour movies, catch up on homeing. I'm tired of the cyni- and feel like you could lose work, or play out in the snow.
Take this time to be a
Respond to Dylan at
cism. I'm tired of getting on control at any second. It has
ttienews@bgnews.com
Facebook arid every status ruined any fond feelings we kid again. Build the biggest
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Though traveling has made snow the enemy, relaxing during storms brings back love of snow

210 West Hall
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Make snowstorms worthy of happiness, joyfulness

SPEAK YOUR MIND
Got something you want to say about an opinion column or news
story? Here's how to get in touch with us for letters to the editor:

3 20l!

What is your favorite childhoodd memory from a snow day?

"Playing in the

MAKEHZIE KELSON,
Freshman.
Early Childhood Ed
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KATE SNYDER. IN FOCUS EDITOR
JESS JAMES, SPECIAL SECTIONS EDITOR

athletics.

articles and columns
since 2000.

MULTIMEDIA
Podcasts. audio
sWeshows and video
add to the story.

The BG News Submission Policy
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
are generally to be fewer than 300
words. These are usually in response
to a current issue on the University's
campus or the Bowling Green area.
GUEST COLUMNS are generally
longer pieces between 400 and
700 words These are usually also in
response to a current issue on the
University's campus or the Bowling
Green area. Two submissions per
month maximum.

POLICIES: Letters to the Editor
and Guest Columns are printed
as space on the Opinion Page
permits. Additional Letters to the
Editor or Guest Columns may be
published online Name, year and
phone number should be included
for verification purposes. Personal
attacks, unverified information or
anonymous submissions will not
be printed.

E-MAIL SUBMISSIONS is,,
attachment to thtntws*bgn«ws.
com with the subject line marked
■Letter to the Editor" or "Guest
Column." All submissions are subject to review and editing for length
and clarity before printing. The
edta may change the headlines to
submitted columns and letters at his
orhercfecretioa
Opinion columns do not necessarily
reflect the view of The BG News
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Expert can't verify
signature in Nazi
war crime trial

UN said Iran has
executed at least
66 this year

WikiLeaks receives
Nobel Peace Prize
nomination

Jordan's Islamists
said new PM must
step down

Man arrested for
Facebook slur on
Nigeria governor

Cuba to release
four opposition
prisoners

MUNICH - A court-appointed expert said Wednesday thai
she cant confirm or reject the
authenticity of John Demianjuk's
signature on a key piece of evidence at his trial on charges that
he was a Nazi death camp guard.

GENEVA - Iran has executed
at least 66 people this year, an
alarming surge that has defied
outside pressure, the U.N.'s
top human rights official said
Wednesday.

OSLO, Norway - A
Norwegian lawmaker has nominated WikiLeaks for the 2011
Nobel Peace Prize, saying
Wednesday that its disclosures
of classified documents promote world peace by holding
governments accountable for
their actions.

AMMAN. Jordan - Jordan's
powerful Muslim opposition on
Wednesday urged the country's
newly appointed prime minister to step down, calling him
the wrong person to introduce democratic reforms and
tackle deepening poverty and
unemployment.

LAGOS. Nigeria - A man
who used Facebook to post a
curse directed at a northern
Nigerian governor has been
arrested and jailed, police said
Wednesday, a chilling warning about freedom of speech
ahead of the oil-rich nation's
coming elections.

HAVANA (AP)-A Roman
Catholic Church official said
Cuba's government has agreed
to free four opposition prisoners and send them into exile
in Spain, but none of them are
among a group of 11 prominent
dissidents jailed since a 2005
crackdown on dissent

The Norwegian Nobel
Committee keeps candidates
secret for 50 years, but those
with nomination rights sometimes make their picks known.

Also. Jordan's King Abdullah
II made a surprise visit to an
impoverished northern village. It
was his first such trip since the
unrest broke out in neighboring
Egypt, and appeared to be an
attempt to defuse popular anger
over the country's troubles and
portray himself as a caring leader.

Officers arrested Moukhtar
Ibrahim Ammu in Jigawa state in
late January for being a "public
nuisance." police spokesman
Abdul Jinjiri said. Police
held Aminu for several days
before bringing him to a
local court, where he faced
defamation charges.

Church spokesman Orlando
Marquez said Wednesday that
Alexis Borges. Victor Jesus
Hechavarria. Osmel Arevalos
Nunez and Rodrigo Gelacio
Santos are all to be let go in
coming days.

On Tuesday. Abdullah
named Marouf al-Bakhit prime
minister, bowing to public
pressure from protests inspired
by those in Egypt against
President Hosni Mubarak.

Jinjiri said Aminus crime
stemmed from a comment he
posted Jan 18 to the social
networking website. Aminu
asked that divine punishment be
leveled against Jigawa state Gov
Sule Lamido.

Handwriting expert Beate
Wuellbeck told the Munich state
court that only three letters in
Demjanjuk s alleged identity card
were clearly recognizable and she
could not verify the authenticity
of the signature.
Prosecutors say the signature
on the identity card from the
Nazis' Sobibor death camp is
Demjanjuk's.
Demjanjuk. 90, is standing
trial on 28.060 counts of accessory to murder for allegedly
having been a guard at the
Sobibor death camp.
He denies the charges, and
the defense maintains the picture ID card, which was once in
Russian hands, is a fake made
by the KGB.
-Andrea M Jarach(AP)

NaviPillay, the UN's high
commissioner for human rights,
said she based her tally on a
review of Iranian press reports.
Tehran does not officially publish
the number of its executions.
We have urged Iran, time
and again, to halt executions."
Pillay said. "1 am very dismayed
that instead of heeding our
calls, the Iranian authorities
appear to have stepped up the
use of the death penalty."
Most executions were for drug
offenses, she said, but at least
three were for political activism.
Two executions were held in public, which Pillay said compounded
their cruelty and inhumanity.
Iran's UN. mission in
Geneva declined reguests for
comment Wednesday.
Pillay said she was worried
about the large number of political prisoners, drug offenders and
even juvenile offenders who
remain on death row in Iran.

Snorre Valen. a 26-year-old
legislator from Norway's Socialist
Left Party, told The Associated
Press he handed in his nomination in person on Tuesday, the
last day to put forth candidates
"1 think it is important to
raise a debate about freedom
of expression and that truth is
always the first casualty in war."
Valen said. "WikiLeaks wants to
make governments accountable
for their actions and that contributes to peace."

Hamza Mansour. a
leader of the opposition Muslim
Brotherhood s political wing.
rejected al-Bakhit's nomination.

-BjoernH.Amland(AP)
-DaleGavlak(AP)

Borges is serving a 15-yearsentence for hijacking and is on
a list of about 100 political
prisoners maintained by
Elizardo Sanchez, a wellknown Cuban human rights
leader. Little was immediately
known about the other men.

"Allah curse Sule Lamido
and all his useless friends." the
posting reads. "Allah make Sule
Lamido and his friend useless"
-JonGambrell(AP)

-JohnHeilprin(AP)

Powerful cyclone strikes Australia's northeast
Krist«n G«lin«au
By The Associated Press

CAIRNS, Australia — A massive cyclone struck northeastern Australia early Thursday,
tearing off roofs, toppling
trees and Cutting power to
thousands, the most powerful storm to hit the area

in nearly a century.
The eye of Cyclone Yasi
roared ashore at the small
resort town of Mission Beach
in Queensland state, battering the coast known to
tourists as the gateway to
the Great Barrier Reef with
heavy-i rain and howling
winds gusting to 186 mph.
Yasi compounded the suf-

"This is a cyclone of savagery and
intensity. People are facing some really
dreadful hours in front of them."
Julia Gillard I Prime Minsiter
fering for Queensland, waterlogged by months of flooding
that killed 35 people and inundated hundreds of communi-

ties. It struck an area north
of the flood zone, but the
Bureau of Meteorology said it
would bring drenching rains

that could cause floods in new
parts of the state.
Witnesses reported roofs
being ripped off, buildings
shaking and trees flattened
under the power of the
winds. Officials said the
storm surge would flood
some places to roof level.
"This is a cyclone of savagery
and intensity," Prime Minister

Julia Gillard said in a nationally televised news conference
as the storm moved toward
the coast. "People are facing
some really dreadful hours
in front of them."
More than 10,000 people
fled lo 21) evacuation centers
in a danger /.one stretching
19(1 miles, amid strong warnings in the past two days.
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Meet the newest Falcons
Coach Dave Clawson announced Wednesday the addition of 21 student athletes to the BG football program

Tyler Tate-K
6-1,185
Connected on 6-of-9 field
goals (long of 50 yards)
and 32-of-33 extra points
this year for Bloom-Carroll
Shaquille Shaq
6-3,225

Hall

DiontreDelk-WR

Darrell Hunter - DB

5-10,180
Hauled in 51 catches for
912 yards and eight touchlowns this past season at
Cleveland Heights HS

5-10,175
In 2010 he had 31 receptions for 600 yards and nine
touchdowns for William T.
Dwyer HS

Matt Johnson - QB

HerveCoby-WR
6-1,180
Finished with 66 catches
for 1,202 yards and 15
touchdowns in his junior and
senior season combined

DE

6-1,205
Ranks eighth in Pennsylvania
history in passing touchdowns (85) and fifth in passing yards (7.944)

Had 51 tackles, five sacks and
eight tackles for a loss as a senior
at Palmetto Ridge HS in Naples.
Fla.

Johnny Joseph - DB

Hunter Maynard - DT
6-1, 310
Finished career with 27
sacks and earned firstteam All-Central District
and All-Central Catholic

Scott Hodges - OL
6-7,297
Named first-team California
Junior College Ail-American
after two seasons at
Sacramento City College

5-9,170
Led St. Thomas Aquinas HS
with 12 pass breakups and
added two interceptions as

Anthony Samuel - RB

Alex Huettel - OL
6-4.290
Earned second-team AllOhio as a senior and first-

Christian Piazza - OL
6-7,275
Played on season at Fork Union
Military Academy and is ranked
as the No. 36 prep player in the
country by Rrvak.com

6-0,180
Team captain for Monsignor
Edward Pace HS had 147
carries for 1.441 yards and 23
touchdowns as a senior

team All-Conference as a
junior and senior

FT:

Dominique Wharton - OL

JermalHosley-WR
5-9,180
Had 1.569 all-purpose
yards as a senior as well as
six special teams touchdowns

Travis Greene - ATH
5-11,170
Helped his team advance to the
state quarterfinals while catching 30 passes for 636 yards and
eight TDs as a senior

6-3,300
Played two seasons at the
ASA College of Exellence
and was a first-team AllNortheast member

Zach Steinmetz - TE
6-4,240

Bryan Baird - DE
6-4,227
Three-year starter had six
sacks and 13 tackles for a
loss as a senior to earn first
team AII-SWBL honors

Dernard Turner - DB
6-0,180
Had three interceptions for
touchdowns as a senior and
earned second-team AllDade County

Zach Colvin - DE
6-4,260

Fahn Cooper - OL

Finished the year with 25
receptions for 356 yards
and four touchdowns at
Toledo St. John's
Brian Sutton - DB
6-0,180
Had 60 tackles. 12 pass
breakups, two interceptions
and blocked four kicks as a

Was a two-time Rivals AllState Team member and
was named to the Illinois
Coaches All-State Team

6-5,300
Was named to the Northwest
Herald and Daily Herald AllArea team this past season
as team finished 11-1

Clawson addresses needs on
offensive line with five signees
By Ryan Satkowlak
Assistant Sports Editor

The BG football team had a
problem with depth on the
offensive line last season. That
issue was taken care of on
National Signing Day.
Head coach Dave Clawson
announced a class of 21 on
Wednesday, with five of
those members playing on
the offensive line. Of those

five, three of them — Scott
Hodges, Christian Piazza
and Dominique Wharton
— enrolled on campus for the
spring semester.
"We felt that we had to get
bigger ... we wanted to add
some bulk on the offensive
line," Clawson said.
All three players will constitute added bulk up front for the
Falcons, as all three weigh at
least 275 pounds, while I lodges

and Piazza stand at 6 feet 7.
Wharton (ASA College
of Excellence) and Hodges
(Sacramento City) are both
junior college transfers, while
Piazza (Fork Union Military
Academy) spent the previous
semester at prep school.
"We had to get immediate
help on the o-line." Clawson
NOTES

Clawson expands 'State of Bowling
Green,' signs seven from Florida
By Saan Shapiro
Senior Reporter

The "State of Bowling
Green" has expanded to
include Florida.
A recruiting area is defined
as Ohio and anywhere within a five-hour radius, but BG

coach Dave Clawson may have
added another recruiting pipeline in Florida.
At a National Signing Day
press conference Wednesday
aftemooaClawson announced
a class of 21 recruits, seven of
which played their high school
football in Florida; the most
players from any state.

FACE BOOK

All seven Florida players are
regarded as quick, skilled players who are expected to help
address a need that Clawson
brought up multiple times this
past season.
"We knew as a team and as
See RECRUITS | Page 8

PHOtO PROVIOiD BY BGSU ATHUHICS

NATIONAL SIGNING DAY: BG coach Dave Clawson announces his 2011 recruiting dass Wednesday
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Become a Facebook fan

Follow BG News sports on Twitter

Qairicosta earns MAC award

Falcons return home Saturday

Become a fan of the BG News sports

The BG News Sports Staff has a Twitter. Follow us

Senior BG tennis pbyer Christine Qiicosta has

The BG women's basketball team will return

department on Facebook. Log on to

for breaking news and in-game updates from your

been named the MfcMmerican Conference

to its home court Saturday when it hosts BaU

your account and search 'BG News

favorite Falcon sports.
www.tvnttff.con1/b9Mewuports

Player of the Week after becoming the

State at 2 pm, folowed by men's game at 5

wmngest player in school history.

pm against Western Michigan.

Sports" to become a fan
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Bergeron to no longer use system
of two starting goaltenders
shots in 26 minutes Friday.
"The goaltenders have been told that
Assistant Sports Editor
Hammond played the
rest of Friday's game and our Friday-Saturday thing is not going to
The BG hockey team will no all of Saturday's, allowlonger employ a two starting ing two goals on 41 shots continue. It is going to be who is playing
gnaltender system.
combined.
better and who we, as a coaching staff,
According to coach Chris
"I think at times there has
Bergeron, the old system of been separation, whether
feel gives us the best chance to win."
Nick Eno starting on Friday it has been Nick separating
and Andrew Flammond start- himself or Andrew separatChns Betgeron | BG coach
ing on Saturday will no longer ing himself, and 1 think with
be in effect; rather the starter 10 games to go it's a good time
will be determined on how to let them fight for the num- a quadriceps contusion, that trip to Kalamazoo, Mich,
each player is performing.
ber one job — and if someone according to Bergeron hap- this weekend.
"The goaltenders have been separates himself to where he pened some time ago but
The team will leave Friday
told that our Friday-Saturday plays the next 10 games, then just hasn't healed, and Ryan as opposed to Thursday. But
thing is not going to contin- that's the way it will be."
l'eltoma needed 12 stitches according to Bergeron, that is
Fortheseason.IIammond's on his finger after cutting it something that has been the
ue." Bergeron said. "It is going
plan all along.
to be who is playing better numbers have been slightly late in Friday night's game.
"We have to be careful
and who we, as a coaching better than Eno's. I lammond
"The GPS says two hours,
staff, feel gives us the best has posted a 2.85 goals- [With Peltomal because 40 minutes to get there, so
chance to win.
against average and .905 it's kind of in an odd place if it takes three they'll just
"lit could still happen] that save percent in 16 games—14 and the cut wasn't all that have their pregame nap
both will play in a weekend, starts—while Eno has a 3.06 great so we don't want it to on the bus instead of in
so we're not going to paint GGA and .887 save percent reoccur," he said.
the hotel," he said. "We'll
ourselves into any corner, in 14 games.
have a meal here before
Travel
we head up there.
and I think that a little comInjuries
With inclement weather
"I think it's going to work
petition is healthy."
Thealready-thindefense potentially disrupting the out better this way, so they'll
This announcement comes
as a result of the weekend unit may be thinner for travel schedules of both BG have an extra take to clear out
series against lake Superior this weekend against basketball teams, Bergeron the roads, but there's no reais not worried that it will son we can't go up there and
where Eno was pulled after Western Michigan.
Jake Sloat is dealing with do the same for the team's compete at a high level."
giving up three goals on 14
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NOTES
From Page 6

said. "We were very small in
numbers t here last yea r. We're
not a program that wants to
rely on junior colleges, but if
we have an immediate need,
we'll go that route."
With all three players getting a semester head start
on the team's offseason
lifting and conditioning
program, Clawson hopes
that they will be able to
compete for starting jobs
in the fall.
"It's great that we have three
players already lifting with
the team who will be a part of
spring practice on the o-line,"
Clawson said.

Secondary
Another area of concern
depth-wise for the Falcons
was the secondary.
This problem came to the
forefront last season when
several members of the sec-
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"It's great that we
have three players
already lifting with
the team who will be a
part of spring practice

on the o-line."
Dave Clawson I Coach

with Bryan Wright exhausting his remaining eligibility
and no one else taking charge
of the position.
The Falcons signed one
kicker, Tyler Tate, who
Clawson said impressed
the staff with his performance in a specialist camp
last summer.
"We want to see guys kick
live without tees," Clawson
said, "With Tyler, we got
to see him kick live so that
helps, and we were a lot
more comfortable offering a
scholarship to him."
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By Ryan Satkowiak

ondary went down with inju- the class who are from the
ries and after starting cor- Sunshine State.
nerback Robert Lorenzi was
"He did a great job of
dismissed from the team.
staying on guys and creThe Falcons received ating some relationships,
strong contributions from because we had not really
former walk-ons lovan recruited Florida our first
Leacock and Cameron Truss two years." Clawson said.
— who are now both on "Now that the letters got
scholarship — but Clawson here. I want to say that he
still felt a strong need to did an outstanding job of
strengthen the numbers in getting those players here."
the defensive backfield.
Early playing time
"We signed five guys in the
The two positions that
secondary who we feel can
make an impact for us right Clawson specifically stated
away," Clawson said.
are open for early playing
Of the five incoming mem- time are in the secondary
bers of the secondary, four and defensive end.
are from Florida.
"We tell every player that
"We went down to Florida to we recruit that if they are
get faster," Clawson said. "We the best player then they
were very specific with what will play," Clawson said.
we were looking for down This year our two biggest
there. We wanted to get guys needs are in the secondary
with documented speed."
and at defensive line. If you
Clawson credited second- look at our nine defensive
ary coach Nick Monroe, who scholarships, eight play at
is assigned to recruit in the those two positions."
state of Florida, for bringKicker will also be a posiing in the seven members of tion that will be up for grabs,
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JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE, INC.)—
"With help from John
Newlove Real Estate,
I found the perfect
place. It had everything
I needed and it fit my
budget too."

Quality Service
Quality Housing
Successfully Serving
BGSU Students Since 1978.
HONEST, FRIENDLY & TRUSTWORTHY
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WINTHROP TERRACE

> Free Gas (Heat, Water, Cooking) > 24 Hr Maintenance
> Free High Speed Internet
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> 2 Swimming Pools

> Free Resident Shuttle
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> Air Conditioning
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> Free DVD Library
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for players that have had past recruiting class, as three
players, junior college
success on the team level.
transfers, have already
"We're looking for leaders
From Page 6
and winners," Clawson said. enrolled at the University
a program we needed to get "When we recruit we asked, is and will be taking part in
spring practices.
faster," Clawson said. "We had he a winner and a leader?' the
With the class filling posinot really recruited Florida players that we signed this
tional needsand addingspecd
the first two years; this year it year fit that mold."
Of those 21 recruits, 16 to the Falcon roster, Clawson
really filled the need."
One Florida high school were captains of their high has started to improve upon
that's produced Falcons in school teams, and most had a 2-10 season last year and fill
the past, Monsignor Edward success at the state playoff the role that he was hired for
three seasons ago.
Pace, has continued as a pipe- level in high school.
"1 think it's way too simIn addition, Clawson also
line for the program, as running back Anthony Samuel addressed positional leads plistic, to say you're just
and athlete Travis Greene with this recruiting class, expecting that person to
adding four defensive backs coach the team; recruiting
committed Wednesday.
Former BG running back — a position that struggled is part of the fabric of colWillie Geter, who finished his last season — and the offen- lege athletics," said Athletic
career last season, was also a sive line — which Clawson Director Greg Christopher.
"A coach's success recruitsaid needs to get bigger.
product of the high school.
The offensive line should ing is going to determine
While Florida players were
a key part of the 2011 recruit- have the most immedi- the long term success rather
ing class, Clawson also looked ate impact from the 2011 than the Xs and Os."
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Campus Quartets Sports Bar
KARAOKE!!
Every Thursday after Power Hour.
Power Hour 8-9pm. $1 Specials!

For Rent

'BARTENDING! up to S300/day
No exp. necessary, training provided, call 800-965-6520 x174

130-134 Liberty St- 1 8 2BR.
$425-$600/mo ♦gas'elec, D/W
Newly updated, great location,
available in June 8 Aug.
www bghiqhlandmgmt.com
Call 419-354-6036.
2BR -404 1/2S College
$675/mo -t utilities, A/C. W/D incl
Avail Aug. Call 419-352-4850
2BR house, near campus.
S750/mo. avail 08/2011
Call 419-352-5882
2BR upper duplex, parking incl.
avail May 1st. S475/mo ♦ elec.
Immaculate! Call 419-654-5716

NOW OPEN!
3 months tor S69.00
In standard beds

3 BR 1 1/2 bath townhouse, 3 ml
from campus, newly remodeled
$725/mo +util. call 419-708-9981
3BR apt. near campus/downtown.
S950/mo. utils incl. avail 08/2011
Call 419-352-5882

Telephone Interviewing, PT,
No Sales. Relaxed Atmosphere
Flexible Scheduling, Some days,
Mostly Evenings & Weekends.
In Perrysburg Call 419-874-5842.

Help Wanted
Campus Quarters Hiring for
CarryoulS Bar Must be 21,
reliable, and outgoing!
Apply In person 1414 E Wooster
across from Harshman
Immediate Direct Care
Openings in Perrysburg,
BG 8 Portage!
For those who love to interact
with people, demonstrate their
creativity and deal with something
fresh, different and challenging
every day. this is the job for you!
Wood Lane Residential Services.
Inc. is hiring full time part-time S
subs for all positions to assisl
adults with developmental disabilities with daily living skills in a
group home setting S9-S13 18/hr
based on exp Positions require
High School Diploma or GED &
valid drivers license and acceptable driving record (for driving
positions only) & pre-employment
background screening.
Obtain application from WLRS
545 Pearl St, Bowling Green,
Mon-Fn, 8:00am-4:00pm
Or download an application at:
www.woodlaneresidential.org.
EOE

3BR apt. S College, newly
remodeled, pet friendly. $775/mo.
Call 419-708-9981.
4 BR house. 1st block ol Manville,
May to May lease.
Call 419-352-5239

For Rent

4 BR house, large LR. 2 decks,
$1100/mo ♦ utils. Avail June.
call 419-654-5716.

• 3/4 bedroom, 1 bath apt,
recently updated, small pets ok
619 High St. Call 216-337-6010.
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Cozy 8 quiet 1 BR w/ fireplace,
Avail June. $425/mo + elec.
Call 419-654-5716.

1 room effic, shared bath,
co-ed only, f urn, avail 7/15/11,
3BR house, avail Aug 15, 2011,
large 3BR apt. avail August 1st.
Call 419-601-3225

Large 1 BR. near campus.
Avail Fall 2011. $475/mo,
utils incl Call 419-352-5882

1. 2 S 3 BR apts by on Manville,
next to water tower.
Call 419-352-5239

NEW REDUCED RENT!
HOUSES, HOUSES, HOUSES!
4BR houses ■Hi A/C, W/D
208 Troup - $1050/mo,
826 Second St - $850/mo,
835 Fifth St - S675/mo.
239 Manville - $850/mo,
241 Manville - $850/mo,
249 Manville - S1050/mo.
3BR houses:
227 S College - $950/mo,
402 S. College - S850/mo,
831 Fifth St.- $675/mo
419-352-6064, 500 Lehman
www troboserentals.com

11-12 sy. lew houses remain,
next to campus, 419-353-0325.
also see CartyRentals com
Also 1 & 2 BR apts. avail. 1/1/11.
130 Washington - 1BR 8 2BR s .
S425-$650'mo ♦ all utils
Walking distance to campus 8
downtown, laundry on site.
Call 419-354-6036
www bqhiqhlandmqmt.com
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ACROSS

1 Get used to it
6 PBS moderator Ifdl
10 Go for
14 Martinez with three Cy
Young Awards
15 By „: from memory
16 Sale modifier
17 Delta location
19 Actor Sitka who appeared
in numerous Three Stooges films
20 Source of showroom shock?
22 Healthy routine
25 "Catcher m the Wry" author
26 Make
dash for
27 Hershiser with a Cy Young Award
30 Wind instrument vibrator
31 Send
33 Battle gp.
35 Standing by for an on-air
appearance
40 Bauble
41 Citi Field org.

& SUMMIT TERRACE

1 Mortgage no,
2 "De Civitate _.": "The City
ol God," St. Augustine work
3 -ly word, usually: Abbr.
4 Spanish fort
5 Rich dessert
6 Food merchant
7 "The Came Mutiny" novelist
8 Cigar tip?
9 Early Indian leader 36 Play with a dog toy, I
10 Strong-arm
maybe
11 Wired tor sound
37 Response to "You
were kidding, right?"
12 Did a deli job
13'TotalEcl.pseot
38 Word of action
the Heart" singer
39 And friends, faceBonnie
tiously
18 Camera company 42 Capt.'s heading
that merged with
43 Like DVDs in a
Konica
restricted room
44 -We can talk now"
21 With some sauce
22 One of many fobs, 45 Ternfied. to the bard
in metaphor
47 Designated
23 Jewish social cry. 49 South American
24 Things to wear
grilled meat dish
28 Wear away
50 Croesus' kingdom
29 Relay runner's
52 Exhausls
assignment
54 "Happy Days" mom,
32 Wheel securer
to the Fonz
34 Spokane university 55 Auel heroine
58 Altar promise
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59 Fresh
60 Letters seen in many
forms

43 Central Chinese city
46 Jazzman Stan
48 Some are named for music
genres
49 Carrying limit
51 Fit lor consumption
53 Risk calculation
56 Beard-preventmg brand
57 Its components are hidden at
the ends of 17-. 20-. 35- and
53-Across
61 Forest denirens
62 Capri, e.g.
63 Quilt filler
64 Used too much
65 USNA part: Abbr
66 Puts in a hold
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FREE Resrfent Shuttle

' Sa^a :.^-

For Rent

For Rent

For Rent

2,3 & 4BR apis and duplexes.
Scott Hamilton. 4th & 5lh St
Avail May & August 2011.
Pels welcome Call 419-409-1110
or 419-352-4456
www.rutterdudley.com

May houses - close to campus
145 & 248 Troup - 3 BR.
201 & 1/2 S College - 5 BR.
128 & 1/2 S Summit-6 BR.
Call 419-308-0736 for full listings

Lrg 4BR house. 149 Prospect St,
W/D hook up. close lo campus.
avail July 15, $1100/mo tutil.
Call 419-353-1556

AVAIL NOW / 300 E. Merry St
1 & 2 BR apt free internet,
low as 199/mo, see CartyRentals.
all next lo campus 353-0325.

Houses & Apartments
12 month leases only
S Smith Contracting LLC
419-352-8917 - 532 Manville Ave
Office open 11-3, M-F.
www.BGApartmentt.com

Shamrock Studio Apts (or lease
Semester leases, furnished
We provide all util, cable, WiFi,
cats allowed. Call 354-0070 or
ShamrockBG com

5W

LOTIONS i

— UP TO—

Room for rent, S. College,
S300/mo. newly remodeled!
Call 419-708-9981

;

40% OFF i
EVERYDAY!
Monthly Tanning From !

THE Hill
5?5 Ridge I 419-352-3588
10 beds. 1 booth
No appointment needed

NEW CUSTOMERS

I

1 WEEK FREE!

248 N. Main 1419-354-1559
16 beds. 2 booths • Myillc Tan

iMysTicTANi 0nly$10!

No appointment needed

2 VISITS 85M i- 993 S. Main 1419-353-8826

I North Main Street Location Only • One Time Purchase

S beds. 2 ksMht • apot. rallablt

- EXPIRES 2/28/11 —

University Village & University Courts
The corner of Clough and Mercer, one block from campus

One & Two Bedroom Apartments
• Generous Utility Package Included
(gas, water, sewer, trash and 77
channel cablevision)
Flexible Leases
Furnished Available
Walk to Campus
24 hour
emergency
maintenance
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WINTHROPTERRACE
& SUMMIT TERRACE

TIREMAN. THE LOWEST OUT THE DOOR TIRE STORE.
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5BR. 5 person house, all amenities, close to campus, $1100/mo.
Avail for 11-12 sy - year lease.
Call 352-1584 or 353-8611.

1 BR apt. 854 8th St S400/mo ♦
elec w/ $400 security dep.
No pels Call 419-392-3354

WINTHROPTERRACE

brought to you by

3 BR house, 404 S College
$625/mo plus util.
Available Aug, call 419-352-4850

Play Sports! Have Fun! Save
Money! Maine camp needs counselors (or all land, adventure &
water sports Great summer!
888-844-8080, apply:
campcedar com

THE HEAT
Tanning Center
525 Ridge. 419-352-3588
Ten beds, t booth.

The Daily Crossword Fix

1

Help Wanted

"ARE YOUR FRIENDLY
AND OUTGOING?"
TruGreen Needs You!!
SSSALARY(S400/wk)
* FULL BENEFITSSS
FULL TIME ONLYEntry Level-SALES
Inside and Outside
Sales Responsibilities
GOOD COMMUNICATION
SKILLS NEEDED.
No Exp Needed- Paid
Training-Work 12-9PM
""CALL KRIS TODAY
419-874-1945
or Submit Application
at TrugreenToledo.com""

WWWBGNEWS.COM

tJMUffl

mmm
a

Newlove Rentals
332 S. Main (our only office)
419-352-5620
www.newloverentals.com

• Two bedrooms
• Close to campus

